Swimming - O'Toole honoured for role in helping victims of abuse

Former World Student Games Swimming Champion and European Silver Medallist Gary O'Toole has received worldwide recognition for his brave and outstanding part in exposing abuse in swimming during the early nineties.

American group One Child International recognized O'Toole for his contribution and work for abuse victims who had passed through the care of former National and Olympic swimming coach George Gibney over a number of years.

Others who were recognized at the function in Dublin were long time campaigner Bart Nolan, Marion Leonard, whose sister and daughter were murdered by Frank McCann, another former swimming coach and official. Gary's parents Aidan and Kate also received an award for their role in exposing abuse and supporting victims. Last but not least Charlie White, who was abused by Gibney as a young boy.

One Child International are funded by the Ware Foundation in the U.S and are recognized as one of the largest charities in America.
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1. **STARS BEHAVING BADLY**
   - Stone the Crowe

2. **YOU’VE BEEN FRAMED**

3. **THE STATE OF THAT**
   - Should have gone to Specsavers

4. **THE DINNER PARTY GUIDE**

5. **PATRICK’S DAY**
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